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Burundi is a very old Tutsi Jewish nation. Very few countries in Africa and in the world have this privilege of historical, geographical, political, cultural and
religious continuity over such a long period, from practically the Bronze Age until recently, in 1920. This country and its people were administered under the
"Law of Moses" and the "Constitutions of Israel" for over 3250 years. Burundi is actually part of the last biblical kingdoms housing the famous "King Solomon's
Mines" which are located on the southern borders of the "Biblical Triangle of Africa" (BTA), which geodesy extends "from the Nile to the Euphrates." The
"Crusades" of "medieval" kind which were recently launched towards the Jewish Kingdoms of the “Mountains of the Moon” in Central Africa by the late
nineteenth century, have illegally and illegitimately outlawed the Constitutions of Israel and the mosaics Institutions in Burundi. Yet, they do not weight much
when compared to the longevity and the amplitude of the Tutsi biblical heritage in Burundi, the realm of “Eretz Goshen” (in Hebrew), "the land of milk and
honey” (“Igihugu amata n’ ubuki ", in the local Kushitic-Yiddish idiom). Today, a political formation called UPRONA claims to be the designated custodian of
the legacy of the Tutsi, while aligning among its glories the sin of sins which consists in making its fame by putting an end to the law of Moses, to have
destroyed the Solomonic Monarchy of Burundi and to have outlawed the Jewish institutions in Burundi (under the code name of ‘Progress’). This means that
the Uprona party has literally been working as a "modern personification of Titus", who made his fame by destroying the Second Jewish Temple; they are the
"secular arm of the Inquisition" persisting in destroying the "Talmud" and the "Talmudists, the great- grandchildren of the Pharisees ." We must therefore
examine the ins and outs of such a theft (“Uprona represents the Tutsi”) which is unfortunately broadcasted and amplified without any check and sometimes
on purpose, by international media. It’s time to bring a new light to the knowledge of Uprona, by using accurate timeline of dates and events that led to the
founding of this group, to the definition of its objectives, its convoluted developments and its modus operandi, yesterday and today.
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THE FLAGS OF THE 12 TRIBES OF ISRAEL

- Issachar –Symbolized by sapphire and black
color is the sun and moon adorn this flag.
- Zabulon –His precious stone is the emerald,
His color is white and it has a ship emblem.

- Ruben - The gemstone is ruby, the
flag is red and is decorated with
mandrakes (or "Hand of Glory", a kind
of perennial herb).

- Dan –The Hyacinth is the gemstone, His flag
is sapphire blue color and is represented by a
snake.

- Siméon – Symbolized by topaz and
green, the city of Shechem is
represented on its flag.

- Gad –Symbolized by the agate, His flag is a
mixture of black and white and shelter is
drawn above.

- Levi –His precious stone is the
emerald, her flag is a third white, a
third black and a third red. His emblem
is
the
Urim
and
Thummim
(instruments prepared by God to help
man to get revelation and translate
language.

- Nephtali –The gemstone is amethyst, its
color is light red, and its emblem is the doe.

- Joseph –His stone is onyx and its color is black as the raven.

.

- Juda –His precious stone is the carbuncle,
his color close to the blue sky and its symbol
is the lion.

His emblem is Egypt because it is the country where were born Manasseh and Ephraim, the two
princes of the tribe.

.
A steer (young ox) is the flag of Ephraim.
A wild ox represents the flag of Manasseh.
- Benjamin –Jasper is the gem of this flag. Its color is a mixture of twelve colors and emblem is
the wolf.

- Asher –Represented by the beryl, the flag is
the same color as the gem popular with
women. The olive symbolizes that flag.

- Joseph – Sa pierre est l’onyx
et sa couleur est le noir tel que
le jais.
Son emblème est l’Egypte
parce que c’est le pays où sont
nés Manassé et Ephraïm, les
deux princes de la tribu.
Un bouvillon (jeune bœuf)
représente
le
drapeau
de Ephraïm.
Un bœuf sauvage représente le
drapeau de Manassé.
- Benjamin – Le jaspe est la
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THE RIVKINE’s DIAGRAM
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FIGHTING MONKS, HUNGRY and EXHAUSTED, SHOWING UP AT THE COURT OF THE TUTSI JEWISH
KING OF RWANDA, Yehiel MUSINGA. 1907. AS REFUGEES FIRST, THEN AS CRUSADES’ SCOUTS
INFILTRATES INTO THE LAND OF JEWISH KUSH. DESCENT INTO HELL BEGINS FOR MUSINGA. HIS
JEWISH COUSIN OF BURUNDI, Mwezi Gisabo, REFUSED TO DEAL WITH THEM…
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Editorial

The Jews of Africa, especially the native Jews of the African Great Lakes (Havilah) are more at risk than ever. And this is not
because they are a "minority", counter to what the reports from missionaries and the monographs from colonial-Africanists have
vainly tried to explain. Nobody is called a "minority" when his group numbers over 70% of the population of his ancestors’ land (as it
happened in Burundi in the 1920-1930s when the proportions of 84/14/1 were artificially made up by the newcomers (soldiers,
traders and missionaries ), and especially when he boldly represents 100% of his own national demographic entity. Manipulations of
labels, dates, names and numbers have always been part of the strategies adopted by the colonial - missionary bodies to destroy the
Jews of Kush. Early on, the Jews were labeled “Tutsi minority” by a handful of Catholic fighting monks who settled in the region
under the protection of the German invasion (1900-1920). In 1916, Father Leon Class declared, without further examination, that
the Tutsi represented a handful of about 20,000 subjects of the King across the whole Rwanda-Urundi. This qualification was
endorsed, without further investigation, by all colonial reporters and almost all the publications describing the characteristics of the
countries and the peoples of the Great Lakes (Havilah). Those of the neo- colonial powers which sided with the Nazi theories
inherited from the "traditional" Antisemitism of the nineteenth century, confirmed these wrong proportions and undertook the political,
social, cultural and physical program aiming at the annihilation of the Tutsi Jews.
Let's talk about numbers first. Taken together, the Jews of Africa today are a nation of over 100 million people who know each
other and recognize each other at first glance, beyond the boundaries erected by the cruel colonial forces. Only within the
boundaries of East and Central Africa, that is to say, even without taking into account the Kushitic Diaspora of Africa of Hebraic
descent, across North West Africa and Southern Africa, the Kushim Jews represent a population of over 50 million subjects.
How could a nation of 100 million members in Africa, more than 50 million in East and Central Africa "become" a minority,
overnight? How could, such a people, come to be reduced to pockets of fragmented groups, misunderstood, persecuted,
internal refugees in the new colonial states built on the ruins of ancient Solomonic kingdoms of Kush? The question remains
open and any definitive answer might only be found in a radical change of language, status, numbering patterns, legislation and
geopolitical parameterization. At the height of the pogroms against the Jews in Czarist Russia after 1881, a close Advisor to the
Tsar said:
"One third of Russian Jews will convert, a third will emigrate and the rest will be destroyed " (John Lartéguy , The Walls of
Israel, The secrets of the most secret army in the world, with the Preface General Moshe Dayan, Paris, Special Ed, 1968, p.48).
This seems to be the triadic option that is applying to the Jews of Africa, particularly in the area of the former Jewish kingdom of
Kush called Burundi. In this final stage of physical, cultural and political destruction of the Jews of Kush (Kushim), the
responsibility of the Roman Catholic Church and the former colonial powers of Catholic obedience is overwhelming. A year
hasn’t elapsed since 2001 without the world witnessing a Catholic priest summoned before a court of a country or an
international judicial body, to face charges brought upon him and related to his participation in the genocide against the "Tutsi".
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During the Spring of 2001, two Catholic nuns were tried and convicted by the Belgian courts for their involvement in the crime
of crimes committed against the Tutsi (Jews) of Rwanda. Sometime later, it was the turn of the Hutu priest, Athanase
SEROMBA, to appear before the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda located in Arusha, Tanzania. Yet these judiciary
actions are only the tip of the iceberg (See: La Libre Belgique, Tuesday, Sept. 21, 2004: "Rwanda Genocide. A Priest before a
Court"; Yochanan Bwejeri "Tutsi I. History of a Trial, Trial of a History ", in Annals of Havilah, No4, June 2001).
The tragedy of genocide against the Jews of Kush, particularly in Rwanda, Burundi and Kivu, is the result of the millions of Christians
and Catholics Hutus who massacred, with the financial support, and the absolution of their clergy, over 2 million of Tutsi Jews, most
of whom had believed, quite wrongly, that they would find in the conversion to Catholicism, even a temporary protection. Nothing
helped. They were all executed in the same church where they had hoped to find refuge. The premise of Father Hlinka, President of
Slovakia during the whole period of Holocaust in Europe remains applicable: "A Jew remains a Jew, even when he was baptized by a
hundred of bishops" (Quoted by Daniel Jonah Goldhagen, A Moral Reckoning The role of the Catholic Church in the Holocaust and
Its non-fulfilled duty of repentance, 2003, p.95). The Nazis had a very simple definition of the Jew: "A Jew is a Jew is a Jew,"
meaning that the " sin" of Judaism goes up to the third generation; let’s say that the question is about someone from a mix-mariage
with non- Jews since the generation of Great-Grandparents, he would be classified as a genuine "Jew" under the Nazi anti- Jewish
legislation.
The time we are experiencing today in 2014 is ominous for the Jews of Kush, particularly in Burundi, Rwanda and Kivu. We are in the
21st century of the Gregorian era, seventy years after the Holocaust, which was the latest attempt to exterminate the Jews living in
Europe since the Destruction of the Second Temple. At the time immediately following the Holocaust of 1940-1945, the world cried,
"Never again!" And yet there was still THAT! And faster than one could think! And not only there was still THAT, but there may still be
THAT! And faster than one thinks!
It was, indeed, about forgetting that it was not only in Europe that the Jews were found. The dispersion around the Earth, before and
after the destruction of the Temple, is a geographical reality, and the extension of the biblical Holy Land of Israel being what it ought
to be, "From the Nile to the Euphrates " the Jews were also settling in Africa, in a particularly remarkable number around the sources
of the biblical " Pishon", the White Nile and inside the King Solomon's Mines (the Jewish Kingdoms of the Mountains of the Moon). In
1994 as formerly in 1959, those were not yet completely subdued, or destroyed or assimilated by the Inquisition, nor subjugated to
the law of Rome. As an illustration, the most recent statistics released by sources known as the best accomplices of "the Inquisition
in Burundi" display the utmost heartbreaking rate of catholic practice, as facts have been confirmed by a local Catholic newsletter:
"A survey in 1988 in the territory of the Nyabiraba parish in the Archdiocese of Gitega, shows how traditional (Jewish) practices remain vibrant and alive
among Christians. Out of a population of 40,000 inhabitants, 304 sorcerers (bapfumu) are numbered (...); 95% of this population had amulets and fetishes
and they seriously believed in their magic power. Practices like Kubandwa (Jewish rituals), Guterekera (Kadish for the ancestors), Gucisha (Kabbalistic
practices), Kuraguza (Consulting a Kabbalist Expert), Kugombeka (Using some Kabbalistic tools for home protection), Gukoresha insago (building a home
sukkah), etc. are their common culture, a general rule of normal life, a legitimate and even a moral duty for these families from the Nyabiraba County"
(Que-Vous-En-Semble ? N°92, 2001, p.15)/ (What Do You Thing? No 92, 2001, p.15).
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Such a stubbornness of the Tutsi who keep clinging to their "ancestral" religious practice whatever damage they get from it, is a
striking trend that the new Crusaders call: witchcraft, fetishism, magic, or other derogatory qualifications and labeling. These are
the source of the misfortunes of the Tutsi Jews. For them, the Tutsi Jews must be tried and sentenced to death penalty for their
stubbornness. The hand that would likely administer the punishment is one of a Hutu proselyte, a ruthless one which
would afterwards, not only be exempted from any moral and legal responsibility, but would also be largely rewarded for
his utmost obedience and commitment to enforce the “new divine Justice”. This is the justification of the 55 crimes that
have been and are still being committed against the Tutsi Jewish race, almost since the 1960s. The Tutsi Jews are accused of
displaying a pride that they don’t deserve, a stubbornness before the message of salvation, a blindness before the crucifix, a
hardness of heart and soul before the repeated appeals to convert and to be saved as Christians. When brought before the
mysteries of the "Cross", these "irreducible" (intagondwa) have closed their eyes and hardened their hearts.
Let’s take a closer look at this issue. The Tutsi misfortune begins with the statement signed by the deadly statements from the
author commonly called John the Evangelist, in which Jews are considered by the Christian churches in general and the
Catholic Church in particular, as the children of the devil:
« You are the children of the devil, your father, and these are the desires of your father you want to accomplish. He was a murderer from the beginning and
was not in the truth, because truth is not in him when he speaketh a lie, he speaks from his own nature, for he is a liar and the father of lies "( The Gospel
According to " Saint John ", chapter 8, verse 44).

The evangelist Matthew follows the lead of his colleague, Jean:
« Then Jesus spoke to the crowds and to his disciples, saying:" On the chair of Moses sat down the scribes and Pharisees ... This is how they make their
phylacteries broad and well alike their long fringes (...) »

Then comes the waterfall seven curses directed against the Jews "Pharisees" and starting with “Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees,
hypocrites .... Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees ...”

“Serpents, brood of vipers! How can you escape the condemnation of hell? Therefore, behold, I send unto you prophets, wise men and scribes; you’ll kill them
and hang them on the cross, you’ll bit them in your synagogues and hunt them down from city to city, so that all the righteous blood shed on earth fall upon you,
from the blood of the innocent Abel up to the blood of Zechariah, son of Barachiah "(Gospel of Matthew, chapter 23)
"You are the son of those who murdered the prophets"

"The last pope the Jews greeted with acclamations before the exile of the Holy See to Avignon was Boniface VIII (1295); grouped near the Serpietro tower
[Stefano di Pietro, in the district of Parione near the Jewish district], headed by the rabbi who was reverently carrying the Book of the Law, they humbly
requested his leniency when it happened. In response, Boniface VIII told them: "Once a cherished nation of God and now his enemy, you invest your hope in an
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uncertain future and you close your eyes to the light of faith, you stay away when people come to us in a hurry. Christ shed his blood for you, you do not want to
recognize him as your Redeemer!" (Emmanuel Rodanachi, The Holy See and the Jews, the ghetto in Rome, Paris, Firmin- Didot, 1891, p.19).
"This divine glory that no prince of this world has known, had they known it, they would not have crucified the Lord of glory " (I Corinthians, chapter 2: 8)

"What Israel is seeking, it has not reached it; but these have reached it who have been elected. As to the others, they were blinded by the word of Scripture:
"God gave them a spirit of stupor; they do not have eyes to see, ears to hear until this day. David also said: ' Let their table be a trap, a snare, a cause of falls,
and serve as their salary. Make their eyes be blind so that they do not to see and do them constantly kowtow" (Epistle to the Romans chapter 11, verses 7-10).

"Recognizing the divine justice and seeking to establish their own, they refused to submit to God's righteousness. Since the end of the Law is Christ for
righteousness to everyone who believes "(Epistle to the Romans chapter 10, verses 3-4).

This is, among other things, the "evangelical" dogmatic basis of the newcomers, to whom King Musinga has forbidden the conversion
of the Tutsi Jews after lengthy theological discussions in the early 1900s, and that the King Mwezi had simply refused to meet. This
dogmatic basis is broadly shared by the common European Catholic groups. As stated by a notorious authority in the matter: "In
1900, the anti-Semitic resentment had accumulated behind the strength of a thousand years of historical experience" (see Helmut
Walser Smith, The Rumor Konitz, A case of anti-Semitism in Germany. 1900, Paris, Phoebus, 2003, p.153 ). Counter to what many
have ignored, the official anti-Semitic movement that developed and triumphed in the 1890s in Europe had kept monitoring the
“strange” connection attempted by Professor Joseph Halévy with the Jews of Kush in the Southern land of the Abyssinia of that time.
Jean de Ligneau, one of the most enthusiastic devotees of the Catholic anti-Semitism in this period, wrote the following statement
about the "negro Jews" of Abyssinia:
"The Jews, from the earliest times, have been possessed by the instinct of domination. They base their hopes on this instinct. (...) This hope is also the
same for Jews of all countries. In 1810, in England, Dr. Buchanan said in a report to the Anglican Church: "During my stay in the East, I found Jews
everywhere animated by the hope to return to Jerusalem and to welcome their Messiah. But two things have struck me the most: the memories they
retain of the destruction of Jerusalem, and the hope for them to see this city one day rise from its ruins. Without a king, without a homeland, they talk
incessantly of their nation; the distance of time and place doesn’t seem to have weakened in any way the memory of their misf ortune. They speak of
Palestine as a neighboring country and of easy access ... they believe that the time of their deliverance is not far away, and they watch the revolutions that
agitate the world as harbingers of freedom.
This story was confirmed in 1879 by a traveler, Mr. Halevy, a converted Jew who found some Abyssinian breed of Negro Jews who also expect a Messiah who
will raise the kingdom of Israel. They told Mr. Halevy formerly that they had once waged a holy war, in order to deliver Jerusalem from the infidels
snatch and make it, not only the capital of the Jewish people, but the capital of all nations, under a Jewish leader "(cf. Jean de Ligneau, Jews and AntiSemites in Europe, op.cit., p.17- 18. The sources of the author are Catholic magazines, Missions Catholiques, August 1879 and Univers 21 August 1897 . )
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Since that time onward, the fate of the Tutsi Jews would not differ substantially from the one endured by their European cousins. This
is the secret key of this long history of ghettoization, Inquisition, expulsions, curses, excommunications, extermination, repeating
themselves identically, beyond time and space. Contemporary intellectual Jews described that strange fate of a rejected people
outside of humanity in the following terms:
"As long as the Jews remained Jews, they were seen as a threat to Christian and Catholic majority. This is why the Church instituted the ghettos; and that is
why, in the Middle Ages, Jews were expelled from many parts of Europe, at one time or another. The Church kept Jews alive because they had to be the
witness people; they should be proof of what happens to those who reject Jesus; but they must be kept alive in a lower status. However, the belief was
that the Jews were eventually designed to disappear, that they had to all become Catholics. And this belief often predisposed the Church and the faithful to
consider annihilation solutions of different types. In 1937, in an article on the "Jewish question", the Jesuit magazine "Civilta Cattolica" was considering
different solutions, including expulsion, segregation and destruction. According to the newspaper, the destruction could be considered an appropriate
solution but should be rejected because it would have been immoral. The destruction was consistent with how the Catholic leaders of the time conceived of
the Jews! "(Daniel Jonah Goldhagen, "The Church has a duty towards the Jews, to teach the falsity of Antisemitism" Interview by Dominique Berns, Le Soir,
Monday, May 24,

It is actually surprising to notice how the Tutsi archivists of all generations have kept intact the memory of armed expeditions to
defend Jerusalem, including the battles waged against the Crusaders, especially against the Catholic armies led by Saint Louis. The
Tutsi archivist, Alexis Kagame, reported this amazing memory survival: "It is in 1250 that Rwanda (Tutsis) went for the first time to a
fight against Europeans ... And the West did not enjoy this first meeting. - How? - Yes! There are exactly 700 years that have elapsed
since. Look at History. She will tell you that the Seventh Crusade, led by St. Louis, failed before an African army whose most
appreciated contingent arrived from Rwanda" (Alexis Kagame,"Getting Started. Rwanda and the West " , in Great Lakes, 1950, ibid.,
p.7). This episode will be seriously considered by the authorities of the Inquisition and will be subjected to a new trial, then to a
sentence with an appropriate punishment. The Hutu hangman would strike, ruthless, exempt from any moral and legal responsibility
(see Rabbi David Meyer, David & Viviane Lipszstadt, The Acacia flowered and the slaughterer slaughtered, La Libre Belgique,
Thursday, April 26, 2007).
Below are exposed the textual statements and the illustrations of the 55 Supreme Crimes that will mercilessly befall the Tutsi Jews
with a regular gauge. They are likely to continue unabated until the last Tutsi succumbs to the "avenging sword."
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MONUMENT OF THE HUTU IMPUNITY
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1- Bloodshed. Murders. Attacks. Kidnappings. Torture. Mutilations. Crucifixions. Beheadings.

Impalements. Mass killings. Since 1965 onward

"On 14 March 2006, the Burundian Minister of Justice, Clotilde Niragira, announces the release of a final group of 1864 called political
prisoners, mostly Hutus accused of massacres over the Tutsis, stating that "The Commission appointed to identify political prisoners has
completed its work." These new releases bring to a total of 3299 the number of prisoners released since January as part of the policy of
national reconciliation. Much of civil society protested the decision since the majority of people were prosecuted for extended crimes noneligible for amnesty, such as genocide.
After a decade of civil war (1993-2002) and a three-year transition, Burundi organized a series of the first democratic post- crisis from
February to August 2005 elections. These elections were recognized as exemplary by international observers. However, some elected
officials are proven criminals who were able to submit their applications by taking advantage of provisional immunity granted in breach of
international law prescribes. For example, the President of the Republic, Pierre Nkurunziza, is sentenced to death for laying mines on public
roads, facts that caused the death of several innocent civilians. "(SOURCE: Http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burundi Accessed March 26, 2014)
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Extermination of Tutsi Young Refugees at the Tutsi IDP Camp of Bugendana. They were all beheaded.
1)

"Born to Bugendana in 1986. Fourth in a family of six children. According to his brothers and sisters,
"Juv" was a taciturn boy. A 10th Grade student in the College of COMIBU Gitega, he had to leave
school at the beginning of this third quarter because, says Niyonzima, his security was threatened[... ]

May 28, 2012 9 PM. The 3rd Avenue in the Magarama district where Juvenal (" Juv " for relatives and friends)
lived with his cousins. He received a call on his cell with the numéro76877804. ... After 30 minutes, the bad
news were leaking around that a young man had just been kidnapped... [A lifeless body is found in Nyabihanga
(Mwaro), 5 June 2012] (http://www.iwacu-burundi.org/spip.php?article2968)
I2 ) Seven months ago, another youth , Bukuru Leandre, had been kidnapped at his home at 3rd Street,
Shatanya district,I n Gitega city, and was later found beheaded and laying more than 10 miles away from
home.

2- Explicit

Plan

of

Destruction

and

Annihilation

of

the

Tutsi

as

a

biological

Race.

“In 1993, Burundi's first democratically elected president, Melchior Ndadaye, a Hutu, was assassinated by Tutsi officers, as was the person
entitled to succeed him under the constitution.[22] This sparked a genocide in Burundi between Hutu political structures and the Tutsi military, in
which an estimated 800,000 Burundians, mostly Tutsi, were murdered” (SOURCE : http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tutsi)
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3- Systematic looting during the killings and the deadly raids against the Tutsi from 1965 to 2005.
4- Deliberate Destruction of the Tutsi National Heritage. Non-Mobile Bank (Land and Homes). Traditional

Mobile Bank (cows, oxen, sheep, goats, hens). Biotopes. Habitats. Racial war using African Populations of
accomplices as proxy. "May Laws - 1881." Note: It was noticed that the 1994 Genocide against the Tutsi of
Rwanda has been facilitated and reinforced by militia from the "Central African Republic". For instance, the
famous Hutu militias "Imbonerakure" of Burundi are now deployed on all African fronts where bunch of
“Africans” have gathered with the mission to "Break the neck of the Tutsi"

5- Changes in Populations. Exponential "Influx" of so-called "repatriated" Populations. Provision of false

passports. False identities. Land. Property. They were 250,000 officially reported by Melchior Ndadaye; he
helped bring back 200,000 in 3 months (see "the Rumonge Crisis" which has raised tensions and eventually
served as a "smoke screen" in the case of "Ndadaye murder "). His immediate successors, Ntaryamira and
Ntibantunganya, themselves former refugees in Rwanda, brought back at least 100,000 in three years, so to
say, a surplus of 50,000. All non-Burundian “repatriates”. The "Rukingama Commission" has brought more
than 200,000 from who knows where, since they were obviously no more "Burundians" left. Mandela’s plan
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and practice was to invite anyone who wanted to settle in Burundi, bringing in more than 300,000 in 5 years
(2000-2005), under the transitional governance led by Pierre Buyoya and Ndayizeye. The CNDD -FDD has
recently announced that it has completed the challenge of bringing in over 800,000 during its 10 years term
on the head of the government (2005 to 20014).
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6- Taking Captives all the Tutsi found in the country. Burundi has become an "open prison "."The Iron

Cage"
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7- Ghettoization of the Tutsi by forcing them in Concentration Camps called "Displaced Camps." Cyclical

attacks on the camps. An old ritual during the Medieval Christian holidays consisting in throwing stones and
launching violent assault on the Jews in order to "Aveng the Murder of Christ."

The Tutsi Displaced Camp of Ruhororo before the deadly attacks

The Tutsi Displaced Camp of Ruhororo after the attacks

8- Declaring “stateless” thousands of Tutsi who fled the country. Strategy of untimely changes of

Passports and ID. Tactical shift to "Digital" Formats. The physical presence of candidate is required to
process ID adjustments and renew the papers. Then few of them will be allowed to leave the "iron cage."
This practice has a place and a name in the Annals of the "Nuremberg Laws".
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10-

Reduction in Slavery of Tutsi Children and Tutsi Adults whose submission is achieved by the
combined action of Hunger, assaults, humiliation and terror.
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11- Crimes against the Cows. Assassinations. Mutilation. Extermination. Pseudo-agricultural science to

criminalization cattle. Cows are accused of poisoning the soil. Polluting rivers and lakes. Tutsi Shepherds
and Cattle are outlawed.
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12- Breaching the Immigration Oaths prescribed by the Law of the Land
13- Illegal and unilateral disarmament of the Tutsi. Military - Political - Economic - Law - Civic - Land –

Genetic Disarmament
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14-

Desecration of the Sabbath through "Forced Labor" (known as "community service") in which the
Jews Tutsi are forced to take part, under threat of severe "legal" penalty

15- Frenzied Islamicization of the country. A campaign of internal Jihad that is unprecedented in the country

Guy-Marc

Europe died in Auschwitz
24 juin 2010 09:09. TEXTE E-MAIL DE « rosco tanner »
I just received by email an article entitled "Europe died in
Auschwitz "written by a Spanish Christian journalist, named
Sebastian Villar Rodriguez and that seemed particularly interesting.
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Here it is:

"I was walking along the course Raval ( Barcelona ) when I realized
suddenly that Europe died in Auschwitz. We assassinated 6
million of Jews in order to finally import 20 millions of Muslims !

We burnt in Auschwitz the culture, the intelligence and the ability to
created. We burned the people of the world, who proclaimed himself the
elected people of God. For it is the people who gave to humanity
emblematic figures that changed the face of history (the
Christ, Marx, Einstein, Freud ...) and is the essential origin of acquired
progress and well-being.
We must admit that by releasing its borders and folding under
a dubious pretext of tolerance, the values of a fallacious Cultural relativism,
Europe opened its doors to 20 million of Muslims, most whom are
illiterates and fanatics that we can meet, at best, in
places like this Raval stream mentioned above, impoverishment of the Third World
and the ghetto and who prepare at worst such attacks as those of Manhattan
or Madrid, holed up in their apartments frequently
provided by formal social services.

Thus, we have exchanged culture for fanatical, the capacity
to create for the desire to destroy, the intelligence for superstition.
We exchanged the transcendental instinct of the Jews - which, even in the worst
imaginable conditions have always been in search of a better world
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peace – for the impulse of suicide. We exchanged the pride of
life for the fanatic obsession of death. Our death and that of our
Children. What a mistake we made! "

SPECIAL RELEASE:
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"The Rappers: the new missionaries of Islam in Brazil" (info # 010504 /10) [Analysis]
By Maryline Medioni © Metula News Agency
Brazil is the largest country in South America. It is bordered to the east by the Atlantic Ocean, and shares borders with all countries of the
continent except Ecuador and Chile.
São Paulo, 11 million people, is Brazil's largest city and the financial capital of the country. This is one of the largest city in the world. Consequently,
it is also the most violent city in the country.
Brazil, with its one hundred and ninety million people, has the second largest Christian population in the world.
But, now, for a little less than five years, with the background of the Hip Hop music, a craze for Islam has seized the slums of São Paulo, the
favelas.
Strangely, it is the attacks of 11 September 2001 which were the starting point of this new trends. They fed the curiosity of the disadvantaged
masses for the Islamic ideology, which had managed to shake the certainties of the most powerful states in the world, the USA.
Three weeks after this tragedy, and by the merest chance, as scheduled several months ago, a telenovela - "clone" - was launched on the channel
Globo.
The series, which is set in Morocco, narrates the life of Said, a Muslim hero, romantic, full of qualities, in love with his wife, covering her with
attentions and the most precious gifts, symbolizing the eyes of Brazilians, the charming Prince, " that we dream of marrying."
This Prince of a Thousand and One Nights is apparently the product of Muslim education; Many Brazilians are then ready to embrace Islam in the
hope and dream to meet a sweet Said and become the adored wife.
Islam will dominate
The success of this telenovela is such that it becomes common to greet an ' inch' Allah 'in the streets of Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo. Fad, popular
excitement, courses at the University of the Arab- Muslim civilizations appear now complete!
The presence of Islam in Brazil has ancient roots, dating from the era of the slave trade dominated by Portugal.
Following an economic development project he describes as "optimal", the Portuguese State, supported by the Catholic Church, must import
massive black people bought in Africa. The slave becomes systematic.
Between 1550 and 1850, the official abolition of slave trafficking, three million and a half slaves were transferred from Africa to Brazil, about 20 %
of whom are Muslim.
Brazil has thus today the second largest black population in the world, after Nigeria.
This Brazilian black population, like the rapper Carlos Soares Correia became Honerê al -Amin Oadq, a star of hip- hop in São Paulo, claim today
that legacy: "I chose hip- hop because it denounce the genocide suffered by young blacks in Brazil and shows that we can also represent positive
values," he says.
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16Ultra-Christianization of the country. Application of CRC Clauses: Catholic Counter-Reformation of the XXI Century
(see: Fafter Grégoire of Nantes). The New African Crusades.
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17- Secret Agreement with Nuclear Powers for the sellout of the National Uranium

18-

Total rejection of the "Prophetic re-Judaization" of Burundi, "The Land of the Children of Israel
where Milk and Honey flow". The Biblical Land mentioned in the Sacred Books such as the Book of the
Hebrews (Tutsi / Hebera). See Genesis 15: 18

192021-

Confiscation of the Law
Bestialisation of the Society

The « Shock After Shock » Theory (see "Attacks on Tutsi Refugee Camps with Ruhororo as a
symbol", « Gatumba massacre", "CNTB-Shock", "Ku Mase Massacre", "Murder of Young Busuguru",
"Round-up of March 8th, 2014", "judicial Parodies followed by convictions for perpetual imprisonment of
Tutsi Youth”», all implemented this in a raw.

22-

Confiscation and « Folklorization of the ritually respected Drums of Sukkot
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23-

Confiscation of the system of Education

24-

Systematic self-amnesties after the massacres and the killings of Tutsis

25-

Takeover of the Watching Towers

26-

Crimes against the creative genius in the Tutsi Youth (Tutsi bear the reputation of highly-gifted students & scientists)

27-

Crime against Simcha (Joy)

28-

Crime against the spirit of Herut (Freedom of the children of Israël)

29-

Crime against the Society in general. Transforming the country into a prison-like universe instead of
the open and unobstructed Society the Tutsi are accustomed to

30-

Crime against Progress. Petrification of intelligence and society. Desire to bring everybody "Back to
the New Stone Age", to the “Cave Man”. See: the syndrome described by "Sarkozy" on the Memorial of the
Goree Island -2010

31-

Forceful barbarization of the Tutsi society according to the theory of evolution down process. See
Film and book "Darwin's Nightmare"
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32-

33-

Systematic

transgressions

of

the

"Seven

Noahide

Laws"

Conspiracy against the Judeo- Tutsi Royal Institutions. See Especially -but not only- the repeated
transgressions against the norms of civilization in the "Mwambutsa case"
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.
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34-

Post-Mortem Christianization of Queen Baramparaye. A giant Cross has been fraudulently crafted
on the tomb of the Jewish Queen. Protest messages have been sent just after the cross was publicized. If
this cross is still there, it should be removed as quickly as possible, with the help of any individuals or
organizations that cares about the post-mortem destiny of a person, and of the historical conformity of facts.
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35-

Coalition against the Tutsi History. Involving some familiar features and some that are less known;
some acting openly and others in the shade, with the purpose of "Rewriting/Falsifying the Tutsi History."
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36-

Confiscation of modern Real Estate and furniture belonging to the Tutsi. See: "the Nyakabeto Case"

37-

Malicious destruction of Tutsi economic basis in the modern sectors of craft, industrial and
commercial production. Examples galore, including Cases of forced Expropriation of the Port of Bujumbura.

38-

Confiscation and Auction of Tutsi Family’s and community’s Lands.

See: the "New Code of Land "; see

CNTB

"Not a clod of earth, not a tree, not a handful of grass that the Hutu could claim as his own" (Annual Reports from 1911 to 1912, p.428 cited by
Ian Linden, op.cit, p.140); "The land of" Europeans "and" the European farming lands" for example, the land of the catechists were more likely to
escape the jurisdiction of national legislation and become the private property of the Christians" (Mulera Report, 1929, quoted by Ian Linden,
op.cit., p.231).

35

A European thinker of prominent ranking explained that the Catholic Church is " a private company " (as for us, we may add “foreign”), first
disguised under the guise of an international humanitarian non-profit organization in the style of the IAA ( International African Association),
CARITAS International , Red Cross, WFP, Action Against Hunger, Doctors Without Borders, etc. . These are companies that need an office and a
few warehouses to function properly, but not lands and valleys extending to infinity. Gradually, the international non-profit organization
above has monopolized extensive size of land in the country which were expropriated from families, clans and Royal domains and community
reservations for various uses. This private association has legitimized the "Decree on vacant land " put in motion in 1885 and made effective in
1892 by Leopold II King of the Belgians, to satisfy his voracious ambitions; the decree provided the catholic clergy expelled from Europe with
both immediate relief and full protection, for "ethnic" reasons first, secondary for "commercial" reason, and finally for "sectarian" reason. In
fact all these confiscated lands were densely occupied during seizures, as one can read from the reports of the first Europeans who were
allowed to walk across the country before the First World War. WWI is, indeed, the ' terminus ad quem ' for the implementation of
application of "leopoldian decrees" in the OT ( Occupied Territories ) as were labelled the current Rwanda, Burundi and the whole eastern
Congo (they were not yet part of the IEC -Independent State of the Congo- before the Leopold II’s Agreements of Helgoland). For those who
do not understand certain nuances, the expression "vacant land" meant, in the Leopold’s code, the "land that WE (HE) need." One might read
and listen to Congolese writers like Elikia Mbokolo in order to understand what we are talking about here.
So: It is a priority to begin by assessing the landholdings of this colonial private company called the "Catholic Church", then to check the
legality of its certificates of property "in accordance with the laws and customs of the country" as it is customly, before attempting to "legally"
expropriate any countryman. We are not certain that such a task is the responsibility of this weird group described elsewhere as a
"Committee of Confiscations of land and other property held by the Tutsi." Conversely we know now why it is this person known as the "
bulldozer monk" who was assigned to this task of expropriation: for one stone two birds, he will expropriate the original owners (Tutsi) on one
hand; and ensure, on the other hand, that the land acquired by the private company at stake (the very one he belongs to and which assigned
him on that task) will not be affected by any consequential changes to the proponent new theft.
It is critical for the Tutsi population here and elsewhere to declare before the world, null and void all decisions taken by these chains of
merchants and mercenaries that crisscross the country of our ancestors. Thank you
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39Crime of persistent Slander against the Tutsi Jews (Kutwambika Ibara) not only now and in one place
but everywhere and all the time. In the country as well as abroad. The Tutsi have been transformed into scapegoats since
1935 (see: the Smets Papers). Therefore the Tutsi “must pay for everything that goes wrong with these Hutu” who were then
tactically being renamed "Bantu", departing the period of the campaigns launched by some German missionaries of Lutheran
affiliation who had come in South Africa to reestablish the balance of power, in the context of the “Boer War” which was won
by the British. Labeling started. Scapegoating followed. They circulated the myth of the "Bantu Prophet", identified at first with
the "Resistant Zulu." (see below 2 examples: Left: Bust of Prince Rwagasore intentionally ‘hutucized’; Right: Photo of a Haitian
baby, who became the symbol of the alleged "genocide of Hutus by Tutsis in 1972 " History has been subtly but completely
reversed by the magic of this photo-icon circulated the first time by Professor René Lemarchand, on the cover of his 1974
Report.

“This mutilated baby is not named ‘Ndimaso’ (one among a handful of common Hutu name). His name is
William. This is not a Hutu from Burundi. He is a native from Haiti. Nevertheless, his picture as displayed
above, was widespread all over the world by all kinds of media since its first appearance in 1974, and
ended up being the most powerful icon testifying that there was a "Genocide of Hutu" by the Tutsi in
1972 in Burundi. The world's media have echoed this lie and nothing can stop them. Professor Rene
Lemarchand eventually traced the name and location of this baby but nothing changed; interestingly he
himself succumbed to the fascinating magic of this so expressive icon of “what must be obviously
(because of the alternative ‘Bantu look of the baby) a genocide committed by the Tutsi”. The everyday
Tutsi who is victims of the greatest conspiracy of extermination since the end of the WWII is witnessing
the transformation of his status as real "victim" into its opposite as a virtual "executioner of this Haitian
baby (eventually victim of a bloody civil war in his country).
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40-

Crime against the State. Signature of Interregional and International Agreements aiming at the
overnight melting of the country and the outright waver of the Sovereignty of Burundi as a Land, as a People
and as a Nation. Examples galore showing that the Hutu do not want this country which, as they boast, they
have picked up on the way, because it is not theirs. Ntibiyumvamwo Isi y'Uburundi. Ntibiyumvamwo
Abayibako. Ntibiyumvamwo Ivyiza Vy'i Burundi.
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41-

to

Crime of creating Militia to spread the “Terror of Proximity”, to launch Assassination campaigns, and
start the multifaceted program aimed at the total destruction of the Tutsi race.
THE WAR AGAINST CHIAPAS. The Zappatist movement CHIAPAS
appears in 1994. After an agreement was signed with the
government, the latter rejected its oath, and the villages and
populations which supported the "Zappatist" were subjected to
a dreadful war called "war of low intensity", led by paramilitary
groups equipped and trained by the Mexican army. These
militias, settled in the heart of the villages suspected of
sympathizing with the rebels, raped women on a systematic
basis every time that the latter got out of their home,
kidnaped young girls and forced them into prostitution and
sexual slavery. A permanent threat hindered the life of the
whole community. Fear of rape traped women in their houses.
"The rape of women in front of their husbands and children is a
violation of the privacy of a terrible scope. It affects the
relationship of the couple, the family, and the entire community.
In the patriarchal societies, the raped women are despised,
rejected. This is the dislocation of the family unit "(Agnes ST.,
Rape in Time of War, Silence and Impunity. Le Monde
Diplomatique. July 14, 2011)

Members of the Resistance captured by the Milice,
July 1944

The Milice française (French
Militia), generally called
simply Milice, was a
paramilitary force created on
January 30, 1943 by the Vichy
Regime, with German aid, to
help fight the French
Resistance. The Milice's
formal leader was Prime
Minister Pierre Laval, though
its chief of operations, and
actual leader, was Secretary
General Joseph Darnand
(Wikipedia
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42-

Supreme crime of Anthropophagy, with limbs of Tutsi captives literally eaten as a ritual meal.
In the tradition of the Christian sect "Nangayivuza." A "Eucharistic" ritual performed repeatedly during the
“Ntega - Marangara massacres” and during the years of "guerilla war".

43-

Secret Agreement with "dark forces" in the traditions of "Voodoo" or "Black Magic". Witchcraft.
Satanic sects. Human sacrifices. Sexual practices unknown so far in the country, with the Tutsi victims of
Captives. See Testimony of the young victim Tutsi Alphonsine Musonera on "Youtube". Queen Gicanda was
also a victim of this kind of satanic practice before succumbing to the unprecedented assaults from the
ecstatic and enraged genocidal Hutu of the Butare region. See: article by Jean Chatain, "The Assassination
of Queen Gicanda." L'Humanité, 24 July 1994). See also: Study by Sandrine RICCI: The Word of Memory of
Tutsi genocide survivors in Rwanda. University of Quebec in Montreal, March 2008.

44-

Unlimited Embezzlement of Public Funds. Numbers, even in Dollars, represent Homeric amounts
that exceed the normal sizes of calculation.
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45-

Crime against the Philosophy and Ethics of Enlightenment characterizing the Tutsi People.
Rejection of the specific form of modernity that is implemented through formal Education and Public School.
Technical Destruction of Elementary Education. Closing of Secondary Schools.

46-

Open war against the University and the Tutsi College Students. Round up of Tutsi College
Students. Organization of Judicial Parodies" of the old Stalinist type. Sessions of Public Humiliation of
Tutsi Students forced to appear before the Hutu courts using "Government-Judges". Expeditious convictions
with sentences of LIFE IMPRISONMENT for these Tutsi young College students. Some will be murdered
incognito (Case of Young Busuguru) in the Duvalier’s odd manner, or Pinochet’s, Idi Amin’s ... The fate of
the Tutsi Girls captured during these raids performed concomitantly in public places, on the roads, and in
the homes of Tutsi families, .. the fate of these tutsi girls is literally unspeakable , ... see: the "Habyarimana
military-gendarmes style” ...



47 - "Psychological rape of Tutsi Masses" (See: Sergei Stepanovitch Tchakhotine: The Rape of the
Masses. The Psychology of Totalitarian Political Propaganda. New York: Fortean Society, 1940)
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by the exponential widespread, all across the Tutsi landscape, of gigantic statues, huge crosses and all
kinds of images unknown of the Tutsi mosaic religion and tradition; but also mandatory sessions from
intoxication from above, and significantly called "Crusades ". See: the Case of a "Giant Cross" escorted by
ecstatic masses of Hutu Christian militiamen, and which reputation extends the boundaries of Burundi. As it
has been reported, this giant cross was circulated all around the world for decades in countries considered
as Christians. However, it should be recalled that Burundi is not a Christian Land. In some ultra- Orthodox
districts where the Batutsi are traditionally allergic to the Cross (see: conflict of theology and litigation of
blood), people had been obliged to take initiatives of open protest actions, strongly expressed, threatening
to pick up whatever arm they could find, in order to defend their non-Christian villages, against the invasion
of this Cross, which recalled them of very a well-known anti- Jewish instrument of bloody Crusades and
horrible
sufferings
from
the
early
20th
century
INQUISITION.
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48 - Supreme Crime against what is considered a central part of the sacred domain in the Tutsi
families --- "Songa-Syndrome": "Ku neza Yawe not Ab'i wanyu ..." "Ni wewe nyene uzomuzana ..." "X wawe
muzomusangira”

49- Crime against the Brand of Burundi as a Member of the International Community. Burundi, the
historic cradle of humanity and civilization, once the prosperous and respected Land of Milk and Honey,
always stretching towards innovation, integral development and universal progress in the fields of science
and technology, a country so wealthy with its natural, agro-pastoral, mineral, human, philosophical, spiritual
and moral resources; the country has now become the shorthand for hunger, war, corruption, the
unmatched champion in arms and drugs trafficking, of lawlessness, social savagery, racial, cultural and
physical retardation, satanic practices of all kinds, in short, a symbol of regression to the primitive ages of
mankind, and assigned as a receptacle of a kind of universal curse.
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44

50 - Conspiracy against the Tutsi Extended Family, under the cover of false pretenses to fight against
the "Illegal Immigrants", the "Sans Papiers - Paperless", the "False Hamitic Refugees Just Attempting to
Join their brothers", the weird “Masai pretending to make business with his so-called cattle-expertise”, ”, the
"Fulani and Somali disguising as Islam faithful", all of them belonging to the "Tutsi" racial family strain
("Rwanda 1959", Masai, Bororo, Fulani, Somalis, Banyamulenge, Bahima, Massisi, Tuareg, Toubou, etc).
All these people need to be kept under close watch by the Hutu/Bantou suprematists
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51 – Conspiracy against the Symbols and Arms of "Israel in Burundi". Suppression of the Stars of
David (six peaks) on the Burundi National Flag
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52 - Crime of the infamous Census secretly made of the Tutsi Population. It is a practice that is totally
banned in the traditions of Israel and the Tutsi Jews. Unless, exceptionally ordered by an authorized body
acting in accordance with prescribed healthy and "Kosher" goals for the nation.
The CIA source is quoted in the book of Jean-Paul GOUTEUX, which gives the number of 1 900 000 tutsi victims instead of the
500 000 or the 800 000 that the medias give for the Tutsi of Rwanda murdered during the 1994 Genocide. The CIA source is
mentioned as a website: http://www.odci.gov/cia/publications/factbook/rw.html). The information is said to have been provided by
an informant called Luc Pillionnel. The CIA is said to have published the estimation on May 30, 1997.

The basic truth is that the issue of numbers is a crucial issue for the Tutsis. In Rwanda as well as in Burundi, the Tutsis have been
considered a small community of 9 to 14% of the population. But that official number was wrong. It was a political pretext to restrict
the number of Tutsi allowed to attend the secondary schools and to be appointed in public posts of responsibility. In fact, the
Tutsis’ real size was about 40 % of the rwandan population. In Burundi, they are much more. We hold well founded reasons to
stand for this number.

"At the Ministry of Planning, it was known, since 1978, that the Tutsi population was around 32 %, well above the figures of the
official propaganda. This justified the virtual absence of Tutsi among administration officials, mayors, officers. It justified
scholarship restriction to Tutsi students and access to senior ecclesiastical circles of dignitaries, using the dogma of the (Hutu)
ethnic majority group and the false number of 9% Tutsi. In Kibuye (prefecture), in the communes of Gishyita and Rwamatamu
there were 65% Tutsi; and in Gitezi and Mabanza, they were between 40 and 50 %; in the region of Mayaga (Gitarama) and the
Mugina and Ntongwe communes as well as in many other municipalities in the Bugesera – Mayaga for example, the Tutsi were
50% ; the Tutsi in Butare were never found beyond 30 %, etc. . The 1991 census during the civil war wasn’t aimed at setting up
appropriate tools for the Rwandan national economic planning, rather to solve, by extermination, the threat convoyed by the
unstoppable large size of the Tutsi population"(Jean- paul GOUTEUX, op.cit.,) comment of picture on p.84 -85 in the non-formally
paginated section).
If the Tutsis of Rwanda, who were interior refugees since 1959 could reach the size of about 40 % of the population, the Tutsi in
Burundi who enjoyed since the very old biblical times the most splendid conditions of growth as full citizens at home, and who
could now capitalize the inflow of a numerous Tutsi community from Rwanda, could not be less than 55-60% of the population on
the nation scale. That’s why, until now, after many attempts of extermination from the Hutu proxies and their several anti-Tutsi
networks, the Tutsi of Burundi have maintained a strong visibility in wide sectors of the national activities, including the military, the
administration, business, farming, universities, factories, etc.
The qualification of the Tutsi as a “minority” is a political, a military and genocidal strategy to restrict their social presence and to
legitimate their disappearance after each attempt of extermination. That is also why the pro Hutu networks are worried about the
results of elections, once the Tutsis get involved as Tutsis. The CNDD-FDD members have tried to record numerous Hutus under
two different names: a Kirundi name and an Islamic name, so that they could justify that the Hutu represent 85% of the population.
At the same time, all efforts are deployed to drag the maximum of Tutsis in the CNDD-FDD so that they could not join the Tutsi
constituency and display their real sizes as Tutsis. When everything fails, then the Final Solution must apply.
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53 - Crime of "Substitution" of the Tutsi political leaders. They apply Hermann Göring’s rule: "Wer Jude
ist das ich bestimme" (translation: "He who is a Jew, it is I who decide"). Hermann Göring was following
the Carl Lueger’s rule; Lueger was the Head of the Socio-Christian Coalition during the last days of the
Republic of Weimar.
54 - Crime of kidnaping, imprisoning, selling in slavery hundreds of thousands of babies and small
Tutsi girls aged 0-13 years (top regulatory age for Bat Mitzah). See: the victory-herald dream of
Vespasian, which was passed on throughout generations of Christians as a central part of the deep-rooted
Christian mythology. It serves as a framework to replay the major scene that signalizes the moment "M" of
the Destruction of the Temple, after the long siege intended to overcome the courage and the
combativeness of the defenders Jews, by hunger, disease, and by multifaceted actions including raids,
killings of potentially protective adults, demoralization among vulnerable groups, and widespread of terror.
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55- Crime of ideological and operational Association with the "Nazi Crime of Crimes". The body of the
strategic and tactical devices that the Hutu establish and set in motion for the planned purpose of "Breaking
the Neck of the Tutsi" are registered black-on-white in the infamous book, Mein Kampf, and in the
"Protocols of the Elders of Zion." See in particular: the testimony of the President of UEJF (Union of
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Jewish Students of France in the "Mugesera Case"); the witness eventually summarized the content of his
testimony in a contribution to a recent paper on "Convergence of the Jewish-Tutsi Memory" (‘Convergence
des Memoires’). This leader seems to be aware of the specific European roots of the Genocide against the
Tutsi. See also "Table of the Nazis Hutus Convergence in 49 Points (To be published soon under the pen of
a punctilious analyst of the question Tutsi Judeo-Kushitic question).
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“We Never forget that, according to international organizations concerned with the scourge of slavery in the world (including the " Global Index of Slavery
" Foundation) , no less than 72,000 babies and small Tutsi girls aged 0 to 13 years, were caught, packed into containers and exported as "human goods"
for sale on all markets of the world, as " human flesh " for wide consumption; at the same time hundreds of thousands of others were kidnapped and are
being sold as "slaves" in all imaginable forms, this shameful trade occurring 300 years after the formal Act of Abolition of Slavery. We never heard a single
time the Uprona party (so-called ‘tutsi’ representative inside the Hutu institutions) or any other wing of so-called political competitors, saying a word of
this unprecedented tragedy, which means what it means. This shameful trafficking of children and youth of the Tutsi race continues, unaltered and
unalterable, with investment guidance and active complicity of all political actors who took term during the periods this scourge occurred (2005-2014),
which means, "Uprona First", and the “others” next.

"And yet this brotherly Israeli-Jewish handshake, at the top of the leadership on both sides, in September 1962,
between the Zionist Israel and the Solomonic Burundi on one hand, and on the other hand, the Ethio-Semitic coming
together of the King of Burundi (H.M. King Mwambutsa IV ) and his Abyssinian little brother (H.M. Emperor Haile
Selasie), who had meanwhile been crowned as the Emperor of Abyssinia, and both of them placed by history on the
High command of the Free Peoples of Africa in 1963; all these facts are part of the Tutsi national history, a glorious
history to celebrate and to revive one way or another, by those who know the importance of the past, the present and
the future "

MUSSOLINI ET LES JUIFS ITALIENS

